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Hybrid Voters: How the Politics in the Home and the New
Country Influences External Voters
Marco Ognibene and Emilien Paulis

Political Science Department (Cevipol), Université libre de Bruxelles, Brussels, Belgium

ABSTRACT
Based on 20 years of election data gathered for 6 European
countries, this article analyses how the non-resident citizens vote
from abroad in the elections of their origin country. Our
mediation model demonstrates that the external vote share of a
party is dependent on the support for this party in the home-
country before the election and the support registered for
ideologically close parties in the new country of residence at the
same moment. Our results put thus forward that external voting
choices are hybrid: they mostly reflect the political context of
their ‘home’ origin country, but also mirror politics in the ‘new’
country of residence. Furthermore, the article shows that the link
between incumbency and the share taken by a party among the
external community is not direct but mediated by how much is
this party supported in the home-country, and how much
ideologically similar parties are supported in the host-country.
This finding further confirms that the flow of public opinion in
the home and the new country both shape the choices that are
made by external voters.
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Introduction

Over the last two decades, States have continuously revised whether and how people
who make their permanent residence outside the boundaries of their country of
origins may participate in their home-country elections (Bauböck, 2005; Ellis,
Navarro, Morales, Gratschew, & Braun, 2007; Hutcheson & Arrighi, 2015; Lafleur,
2015; Turcu & Urbatsch, 2014). Therefore, the literature on external voting has
expanded and mostly focused on the content, the application, and the diffusion of
such external voting rights across countries (Bermudez & Lafleur, 2015; Earnest,
2015; Ellis et al., 2007; Gamlen, 2018; Hartmann, 2015; Hutcheson & Arrighi, 2015;
Jaulin & Smith, 2015; Lafleur, 2011b, 2015). While these contributions demonstrate
that implementation of such enfranchisement rights contrasts sharply from one
country to one another, other works have turned to question how they could boost
or hinder external voters’ turnout in home-country elections (Bermudez, 2010;
Lafleur & Calderon, 2011; McIlwaine & Bermudez, 2015; Tager, 2006; Tintori, 2012),
which is overall low (Kivisto, 2001; Waldinger & Fitzgerald, 2004). Furthermore,
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party-determinants (Burgess & Tyburiski, 2020; Kernalegenn & van Haute, 2020;
Østergaard-Nielsen & Ciornei, 2018; Rashkova & Van Der Staak, 2019), and individ-
ual-determinants (Guarnizo, Portes, & Haller, 2003; Leal, Lee, & McCann, 2012;
Morales & Giugni, 2011) have also been approached to explain why this specific
sub-group of voters mobilise in home-country elections.

Yet, although the literature provides substantial knowledge about ‘why’ States enfran-
chise citizens living abroad, and ‘why’ these external citizens mobilise (or not) in the elec-
tions of their home-country, the study of the ‘how’, i.e. the choices expressed by external
voters, remains still quite limited (Goldberg & Lanz, 2019). The main reason is that the
existing research ‘mostly concentrates on normative arguments. The comparative studies
that do exist are too broad and fall short of explaining how expatriate populations vote’
(Sevi, Mekik, Blais, & Çakır, 2020, p. 5). Therefore, this article relies on a comparative
design to shed light on a fundamental but yet under-considered question: how do
non-resident citizens behave in elections of their home-country? More specifically,
how do the political contexts of the ‘new’ and the ‘home’, origin countries help to
explain the way these non-resident citizens behave when they take part in the elections
of their home-country?

To answer these questions, the article relies on the collection and analysis of aggre-
gate election data. We undertake a cross-country analysis of European external voting
choices in 6 home-countries from which the non-resident voters originate (Croatia,
Czech Republic, France, Italy, Poland, and Romania), 28 European host-countries
where they have settled (the EU 27 Member-States + the UK), covering more than
20 years of elections (from 1995 to 2019). The goal of this comparison across
countries and elections is to make emerge regular patterns in the choices expressed
among European external voters, and thereby enhancing our understanding of exter-
nal voting in Europe. Since the analysis is based on aggregate data, the strategy to
depict the effect of home and new country politics on external voters is to look at
two proxies: party support and incumbency (in the home and the new country).
The analysis uses two simple mediator models which assess whether the association
between incumbency and the external voting is actually mediated by the party
support expressed by the electorates in the home (for the very same party) and the
new country (for ideologically similar parties), thereby capturing the influence of
both contexts. Indeed, if external voters are influenced by their home-country politics,
how a party is supported at home before the election should be similarly predictive of
the external vote share of this party. From that, if the government participation of a
party is positively evaluated by the home electorate, translating into higher voting
intention in the polls, this party is expected to score higher among the external
voters, showing that they remain quite connected to their home community. A
similar pattern is expected for the new country of residence. If external voters are
affected by the new context, how a party is supported from abroad will be predicted
by the support expressed for ideologically similar parties operating in the new
environment. Hence, if an incumbent ideologically close party is positively evaluated
in the new country, translating into higher electoral performances, then the score of a
similar party running the home election is expected to increase, emphasising that
external voters could also follow the behaviours of the voters living in their new
country of residence.
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State of Art

Enfranchisement of External Voting Rights

The literature on external voting – i.e. about the vote of non-resident citizens in their
home-country elections – focusses mainly on the extension of election rights to this
specific sub-part of the population (e.g. Ellis et al., 2007; Lafleur, 2015). Many studies ana-
lysed the (constraining) requirements to register as an external voter, the procedures to cast
vote, or still how the adoption of these dispositions diffused across countries (Belton, 2019;
Brand, 2010; Earnest, 2015; Ellis et al., 2007; Hartmann, 2015; Jaulin & Smith, 2015; Lafleur,
2011b, 2015). Country-specific factors related to the history and nature of the relationship
between the government and emigrants determine the introduction of external voting
practices in a country (Collyer, 2014). There is also a general tendency for liberal norms
to diffuse through the international system. Countries have higher chances to enfranchise
their diaspora if neighbours have already enacted external voting rights (Turcu &Urbatsch,
2014). The liberalisation of such rights is often described as a means to foster the link to
their abroad citizens and favour economic or political remittances, for instance, through
providing support for the incumbent government (Lafleur, 2011b; Lafleur & Calderon,
2011; Turcu & Urbatsch, 2014). Besides, many scholars addressed the normative consider-
ations behind the adoption of external voting arrangements, reading this evolution in the
light of new extra-territorial citizenship conceptions (Arrighi & Bauböck, 2017; Bauböck,
2005; Fox, 2005; Rubio-Marin, 2006).

External Turnout

Beyond the adoption of external voting rights, the literature questioned why would non-
residents participate in the elections of their home-country. First, scholars analysed the
impact of institutional and voting procedures on external turnout. External voting
arrangements such as registration and postal voting tend to modify the significance of
predictors that are considered to have a ‘crystal clear’ association with the turnout of resi-
dent national citizens (Ciornei & Østergaard-Nielsen, 2020). In addition to the legal fra-
mework, other macro, contextual variables related to the home (Brand, 2014) or the new
environment turn to affect the level of external voters’ mobilisation, such as the host-
country immigration policies or its general level of democratisation (Ciornei &
Østergaard-Nielsen, 2020; Sevi et al., 2020). Second, party-level factors such as the
efforts made by national parties to mobilise across the borders or the level of external
electoral competition are shown to boost external turnout (Burgess, 2018; Jaulin, 2016;
Kernalegenn & van Haute, 2020; Østergaard-Nielsen, Ciornei, & Lafleur, 2019;
Østergaard-Nielsen & Ciornei, 2018; Rashkova & Van Der Staak, 2019). Finally, from
an individual point of view, the socio-demographic profile (e.g. gender, age, educational
attainment, level of income), the political attitudes (political interest, party identifi-
cation), the number of years of residence, the pre-migration political participation, the
strength of voters’ ties to their country of origin and with compatriots who have not
left, or still the political and civic engagement in the new country of residence are stressed
as shaping individual turnout the elections of their home-country (Boccagni, 2011;
Chaudary, 2018; Escobar, Renelinda, & McCann, 2015; Finn, 2020; Lafleur & Sanchez-
Dominguez, 2015; Leal et al., 2012).
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External Voting Choices

Although extant research provides a good knowledge of ‘why’ voting from abroad, much
less is said about ‘how’ citizens vote once they have left (Goldberg & Lanz, 2019). Yet, how
would they vote in the elections of their country of origin when they decide to do so? It
may be that the behaviours of external voters are mainly explained by the context of
origin as they follow a transnational pattern (Sevi et al., 2020). In that perspective, external
voters reproduce relatively similar voting patterns than the citizens who instead have not
left. This would be because most migrants do not completely disconnect with their home-
country but maintain stable and long-lasting relationships through different activities
(Faist, 2000; Itzigsohn, Dore Cabral, Medina, & Vazquez, 1999; Vertovec, 1999). This
transnational approach is rooted in the sociological literature that treats migrants’
social, economic, and political remittances toward their origin country (Guarnizo et al.,
2003; Portes, 1998). Politically, migrants have an interest to be involved not only in the
new country of residence but also in their home-country (Bauböck, 2003). They keep
political ties with their home community by belonging to civic or political organisations
or simply voting in home elections, which is the lowest demanding form of transnational
political activity (Guarnizo, Chaudary, & Sørensen, 2017; Lafleur & Sanchez-Dominguez,
2015). Therefore, if transnationalism is what characterises the voting behaviours of
external voters, the political context from which they originate should be one source of
explanation when it comes to the parties they vote for.

A substantial aspect in that regard is that party incumbency could matter. Influenced
by rational choice voting theories (Blais, 2000) and the well-developed literature on the
positive (Ban, Llaudet, & Snyder, 2016; Dahlgaard, 2016; Fiva & Smith, 2018; Salas, 2016)
and negative (Klasnja & Titiunik, 2017; Uppal, 2009) incumbency effects among the
national electorate, several studies question how being in government impacts the like-
lihood for candidates/parties to score higher or lower among external voters. Some
authors demonstrate that, when the context in the country of origin is overall favourable,
external citizens tend to vote for incumbent parties, like their national fellows at home.
Nonetheless, the analyses suggest also that they could vote, proportionally, even more for
these parties than internal voters (Boccagni & Ramirez, 2013; Mencutek, 2015). Further-
more, as for the role of incumbency among the national electorate, there are also con-
trasting evidence for external voters. Some pieces of research put forward a negative
effect and the fact that external voters are more inclined to favour opposition parties,
thereby standing out from national voters (Battiston & Mascitelli, 2008; Goldberg &
Lanz, 2019; Lawson, 2003). Moreover, both outcomes are found in the external commu-
nity at the same time. For instance, Sevi et al. (2020) showed that American Turkish opt
for opposition parties, whereas European Turkish vote rather for the incumbent party,
like their national fellows. The positive or the negative effect of incumbency would
strongly depend on where external voters are located, i.e. their new country of residence,
and the relationship between the new and the origin countries.

What these studies share in common is to emphasise that the voting behaviours of
external citizens are not always fully transnational, as they can diverge within the external
community or with the national group of voters. External voters can favour more impor-
tantly some choices compared to the national electorate or to their other external fellows
(Fidrmuc & Doyle, 2006; Goldberg & Lanz, 2019; Lafleur & Sanchez-Dominguez, 2015).
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Therefore, it may be that the new context of residence influences the choices that are
made from abroad in home-country elections. External voters may converge toward
the way citizens express themselves in the new country of residence. In sociology, such
an influence of the new context is depicted by individual-level theories as the ‘re-
socialisation approach’. The latter is interested in how migrants behave in their new
country of residence, as well as how they integrate dominant attitudes and norms
once they settled in a new context. These contributions usually explore the political inte-
gration of migrants in their new country: why and how they participate in this new
context, as well as whether the States that host them put incentives or barriers to their
electoral mobilisation (Crissey & File, 2012; Jones-Correa, 2001; Knott, 2017; Lafleur,
2011a, 2015). Yet, the context of the new country impacts also how they remain
linked and engaged in their home-country politics (Escobar et al., 2015). Already in
early migration sociological works, Brown (1988) found for instance that migrants
moving from one to another region of the US tended to produce a voting behaviour
and a party identification congruent with the citizens living in the new host region.
Considering European and international migrants, a stronger incentive towards the
effect of the new context in home-country elections can be assumed. They generally
move for a better personal or professional situation, which makes them more inclined
to ‘renew’ their political attitudes and behaviours (Finifter & Finifter, 1989). In addition,
as a by-product of exposure and social influence, migrants become more similar to the
population of their new location, while increasingly sharing the same assessments of
host-country institutions (Nanestad, Paldam, & Rosholm, 2003). The validity of explana-
tory models based on the new context of residence have been more specifically demon-
strated regarding external voting choices. The migrants’ political preferences can change
significantly after the migration and hence adapt their behaviour in home-country
politics according to the political norms and attitudes prevailing in the new country of
residence (Fidrmuc & Doyle, 2006; Sevi et al., 2020). Therefore, if the ‘re-socialisation’
is what characterises external voting choices, the political context in the new country
of residence should be a second source of explanation for the choices made by external
voters in home elections. Hence, the way people are supporting parties in this new
context should help to predict the external vote share taken by ideologically similar
parties running the home election. In addition, if incumbent parties make a good job
in the new country and are rewarded by the electorate, external voters could all the
more seek for parties supporting a similar political project for their home-country.

Hypotheses

The Influence of the Home-Country

The behaviour of external voters is expected to reflect the connections and information
that these non-residents keep with their home-country. Therefore, external voting
choices should closely follow the way national citizens in the home-country support pol-
itical parties. Hence, the party support expressed by the home population in opinion polls
during the months preceding the election is expected to turn into a significant predictor
of its support among the external community, at least as significant as it does with the
national one (Dahlgaard, Hansen, Hansen, & Larsen, 2017). Furthermore, from that
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and compared to previous research, the incumbency of a party is expected to affect only
indirectly its vote share abroad. Indeed, being a governing party should not directly
impact the score of this party abroad, but first affect its share in opinion polls, positively
or negatively depending on voters’ evaluations of government performances. Sub-
sequently, the results in the pre-electoral polls should turn into predicting the external
vote share of this party. This could mean that external voters do not vote blindly in
home-country elections but their choices are informed and fed by home-country politics
since they closely follow the evaluations of the parties in the polls and the opinions
expressed by the home electorate before the election (Figure 1).

The incumbency of a party in the home-country will affect the support for this party among
the national voters (H1.1), which, in turn, will impact the support for this party among the
external voters (H1.2.). In other words, the support for a party in the home-country is the
mediator of the relationship between this party incumbency and the external vote share of
this party (H1.3.).

The Influence of the New Country

While migrants’ political participation is shown to be influenced not only by the home
but also at the same time by the new country of residence (Bermudez, 2010; Chaudary,
2018; Fitzgerald, 2004; Goldberg & Lanz, 2019; Guarnizo et al., 2003; Levitt & Glick
Schiller, 2008; Morawska, 2003; Tsuda, 2012), the behaviours of external voters are
expected to mirror also the new connections and information that they received from
the new country. Therefore, the composition of the political landscape and the perform-
ances of political parties in the host-country, which can be conceived as a proxy of this
country’s voting behaviours, should turn into a predictor of the choices expressed by
external voters in their home-country elections. Indeed, external voters could seek, in
home-country elections, for parties that are similar to the ones performing well in the
host-country, thereby following also the flow of the public opinion in their new
country of residence. To assess the influence of the new political context on the external
voting choices, the incumbency and the results of the parties in the host-country are con-
sidered in the same consequential logic as for the home context. The relationship
between the incumbency of a party in the host-country and the external vote share

Figure 1. Simple mediation model for the influence of the home-country politics.
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taken by the ideologically similar party running the home election is expected to be indir-
ect and mediated: incumbency will first influence whether parties in the new country
have high or low electoral performances, depending on the rewards or sanctions received
in elections by the voters of the new country. Subsequently, their electoral results should
turn into predicting the external vote share of ideologically similar parties running the
home election. This could suggest that external voters seek in the home elections for
ideologically close parties to those that are positively evaluated by the electorate in
their new country, stressing the influence of the new context (Figure 2).

The incumbency of a party in the host-country will affect the support for this party among
the national voters of this country (H2.1), which, in turn, will impact the support for an
ideologically similar party among external voters (H2.2). In other words, the support for
a party among the host-country electorate is the mediator of the relationship between
this party incumbency and the external vote share taken by the ideologically similar party
at home (H2.3.).

Empirical Strategy

Data and Case Selection

As Goldberg and Lanz (2019, p. 2) fairly argued, ‘in electoral research, it is hard to
perceive of a similarly large group of voters that is as understudied as the citizens
living abroad’. External voting choices have been largely underexplored due to one
empirical limitation: a lack of individual-level data. Election surveys are generally
based on national samples in which non-resident citizens are not considered. If the
lack of scientific interest could just be because this part of the electorate is insignifi-
cant, it is not totally justifiable. The proportion of ‘expats’ has dramatically increased
in European democracies. In 2017, 3.8% of EU working-age citizens (20–64 years old)
resided in another EU Member State than that of their citizenship, compared to 2.5%
in 2007 (Eurostat, 2018).

In the absence of available individual-level data on external voters that are comparable
across time and countries, our empirical strategy has been to work with aggregate-level
election data. We gathered publicly available electoral results, where external voting

Figure 2. Simple mediation model for the influence of the new country politics.
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choices could be split by new countries of residence. This data structure makes then poss-
ible to put in relation the electoral results of parties (and implicitly voting choices) in
both the home and the new country. Nonetheless, this information was reachable only
in 6 European countries (see the data coverage in Table 1): Croatia, Czech Republic,
Italy, France, Poland, and Romania. Interestingly, these 6 European countries present
among the highest shares of citizens living abroad (Eurostat, 2018).

As indicated in Table 1, the scope for the countries of residence is limited to the 27 EU
Member States (+the UK). We have decided to stick to European democracies for a better
congruence in the parties’ ideological classification with the home and the new country,
which is important to address the influence of the new political context from aggregate
electoral results (see further). Furthermore, many existing studies on external voting
choices are based on Latin American cases, whereas European countries as a specific
focus of research for both the home and the host-countries are much less explored
(see some single-case studies’ exceptions, e.g. Fidrmuc & Doyle, 2006 or Goldberg &
Lanz, 2019) and compared.

Dependent Variable: The Support for a Party among External Voters
(VoteShareAbroad)

The abroad election results of each home-country have been disaggregated by countries
of residence to build the main dependent variable (VoteShareAbroad). The latter
measures the vote share registered by a party j in a given foreign country, based on
the data extracted from the 6 home-countries’ national ministries and electoral archives.1

Given how it improves the results of the estimation (Honaker et al., 2002), the variable
has then been transformed into the following logarithmic form, where vote share (Vij)
corresponds to the fraction of votes obtained in the election i by the party j and varies
from −∞ to ∞:

VoteShareAbroad(log) = ln
Vij

1− Vij

[ ]

Table 1. Countries and elections’ coverage of the study.
Home-
countries Elections

Host-
countries Elections

Parliamentary Presidential European

Croatia 2007, 2011, 2015 – – 27 other
EU MS

The last host-country legislative or
European election before the
home-country election under
consideration

Czech
Republic

2013, 2017 2018 – Idem Idem

France – 1995, 2002,
2007, 2012,

2017

– Idem Idem

Italy 2006, 2008, 2013,
2018

– 2004, 2009,
2014, 2019

Idem Idem

Poland 2001, 2005, 2007,
2011, 2015

– 2009, 2014,
2019

Idem Idem

Romania 2012, 2016 – 2009, 2014,
2019

Idem Idem
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Independent Variables

Incumbency
The two first explanatory variables are binary and measure the government participation
in the 6 home and 28 host-countries retrieved from the Parlgov dataset.2 ‘Incumbency
home’ takes the value of 1 for a party j that was in government in the home-country
before they ran the election of interest, and 0 for a challenger party. ‘Incumbency host’
takes the value 1 when a party j in the new country of residence was incumbent at the
last election preceding the home election of interest, and 0 when it was a challenger party.

Mediator Variables

Support for a Party in the Home-Country (VoteSharePolls)
To map the influence of home politics, we centralised information about the party
support expressed in opinion polls preceding all the elections considered in the 6
home-countries of interest (see Supplementary Information for the sources). Although
limitations remain, pre-election polls are shown to be a relatively good proxy to
capture the state of the public opinion before an election (Berinsky, 2017; Morwitz & Plu-
zinski, 1996). The variable ‘VoteSharePolls’ corresponds to the mean vote share regis-
tered by a party j in the pre-electoral polls administered in the country of origin the
last month before the election. The variable has then been transformed into a logarithmic
formula:

VoteSharePolls(log) = ln
Vijpolls

1− Vijpolls

[ ]

Support for a Party in the New Country of Residence (VoteShareHost)
To explore the impact of the new country of residence, the dataset includes the results of
the closest national elections held in each of the other 27 host-countries.3 The variable
‘VoteShareHost’ is the vote share registered by a party j in the last election held in the
new country of residence before the home-country election of interest. Again, the vari-
able has been transformed into a logarithmic form:

VoteShareHost(log) = ln
VijforeignParty

1− VijforeignParty

[ ]

To find a match between the party preferences at home and in the new country, all the
parties were organised according to their ideological families4 by merging the classifi-
cation of the Manifesto Project and ParlGov into broad categories.

Modelling Strategy

The main purpose of this study is to assess whether external voting choices are shaped at
the same time by home and host-countries’ political contexts. To do so, along with direct
effects, more complex, indirect effects have been conceived and tested through the com-
bination of two simple mediation models (Hayes, 2018). We model external voting
choices as resulting from a causal sequence: the antecedent incumbency in the home
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and host contexts will influence party support in both types of countries (positively or
negatively depending on both electorates’ evaluations), which will subsequently impact
the vote share taken among external voters. Since independent variables are different
depending on the home or the host-country, a seemingly unrelated regression (SUR)
has been applied to our data. This modelling technique is well suited to compare multiple
equations at the same time and ensure the statistical efficiency of the estimation (Hicks &
Tingley, 2011). Moreover, compared to the assessment of indirect effects possible with
structural equation modelling, the SUR allows to include also categorical control vari-
ables (Green, 2017). In this study, the direct and indirect effects of incumbency are esti-
mated through three different equations5 (two for the mediators and one for the final
outcome), which are reported below:

VoteSharePolls(log) = M1 = am1 + b1IncumbentHome+ em1

VoteShareHost(log) = M2 = am2 + b1IncumbentHome+ em1

VoteShareAbroad(log) = Y = ay + by1VoteSharePolls(log)+ by2IncumbentHome

+ by3VoteShareHost(log)+ by4IncumbentHost + ey

A simultaneous double simple mediation model (summarised in Figure 3 below) was
created and tested through the STATA16, with 5.000 bootstrap samples and 95% of
confidence intervals. The significant indirect effects presented in Figure 3 were assessed
through 95% bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap confidence intervals that do not
include zero (Hayes, 2018).

Figure 3. Simultaneous double mediation model for the influence of both the home and new country
politics.
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Analysis

The Influence of Home Politics

Regarding the effect of the home context, Table 2 shows that VoteSharePolls(log) has a
complete mediating effect on the relationship between Incumbency Home and Vote-
ShareAbroad (β = 0.2967, BootLLCI = 0.2385, BootULCI = 0.3553 with lower and
upper bound of accelerated bootstrap confidence intervals doesn’t contain 0). It
means that being an incumbent party boosts the vote share in pre-election polls (com-
pared to a challenger party), and this higher score translates into a higher propensity
to score among external voters. This finding confirms the relevance of the general
model6. When a party is positively forecasted in the polls and has higher support
among the national population, the external voters seem to vote more for this
party, meaning that they mostly adopt the same behaviours as their national compa-
triots. Furthermore, the model emphasises that government participation matters
indirectly. The incumbency has first the power to affect the support of a party
among the home population. If an incumbent party is overall well supported by
the national population in the polls, meaning that its government participation is eval-
uated positively by the home-voters, then its external vote share tends to increase.
This finding confirms that there is an effect of the home political context in the
voting choices expressed by external citizens. It could mean that that the ‘floating
effect’ between opinions expressed in polls and opinions expressed in elections (Dahl-
gaard et al., 2017) work also for external voters.

The Influence of the New Country

As far as the impact of the new context is concerned, VoteShareHost(log) has a complete
mediating effect on the relationship between Incumbent Host and VoteShareAbroad (β =
0.0201, BootLLCI = 0.0110, BootULCI = 0.0326). Like in the home-context, an incum-
bent party in the host-country is more likely to reach higher support in national elections
of this country (compared to a challenger party), which in turn affects positively the
external vote share obtained by the party that is the closest ideologically in the home pol-
itical offer. This pattern suggests that external citizens express voting choices that are also
influenced by their new political environment: they opt-in home elections for a party that
is ideologically similar to one well evaluated in their new country of residence. This
finding based on comparative evidence is in line with the case studies showing that
the context of the host-country impacts also how migrants remain politically active in
their home-country politics (Escobar et al., 2015; Lafleur & Sanchez-Dominguez, 2015).

Table 2. Indirect effects based on 5,000 bootstrap samples for the external voting choices.
95% confidence

interval

Indirect Paths: Effect BootSE BootLLCI BootULCI

Incumbent Home -> VoteSharePolls(log) -> VoteShareAbroad(log) 0.2967 0.0299 0.2385 0.3553
Incumbent Host -> VoteShareHost(log) -> VoteShareAbroad(log) 0.0201 0.0054 0.0110 0.0326

Note: BootLLCI = 95% bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap lower bound confidence interval; BootLLCI = 95% bias-
corrected and accelerated bootstrap upper bound confidence interval; BootSE = bootstrap standard error.
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Robustness Check

Our results raise two additional questions. First, pre-electoral polls are based on national
samples in which communities of non-resident citizens are excluded. Therefore, are these
polls really as good predictor of the external vote share of a party as they are for the share
among the national community? In other words, do the polls predict the voting behav-
iour of non-resident citizens as good as for nationals (meaning that it constitutes a good
proxy for the effect of the home political context)? Second, if the external vote share of a
party follows the share of ideologically similar parties in the new country of residence,
can we observe the same strength in the predictive association than with the home
opinion polls? Put differently, is the public opinion in the host-country as good predictor
as the home public opinion? Or is the influence of the new context just a spurious
relationship?

To answer these questions and increase the validity of our findings, we conducted an
additional multivariate regression reported in Table 3. It considers two dependent vari-
ables in a logarithmic form: VoteShareAbroad (as in our main model) and VoteShare-
Home, which is the vote share of the same party registered among the citizens residing
in the home-country. Regarding the independent variables, we used all the same variables
than in our general model. The outcomes confirm that the variable related to the home-
context (i.e. the share of a party in the polls) strongly predicts the share taken by this
party in the national and external communities. Yet and not surprisingly though, the
magnitude recorded for non-resident citizens is lower than for the residents (respectively

Table 3. Multivariate regression. Home and new country politics’ influence on external and national
voters.

VoteShareAbroad Model VoteShareHome Model

IncumbentHome −.05 (0.04) −.10*** (0.02)
VoteSharePolls(log) .77*** (0.02) .97*** (0.01)
IncumbentHost .05 (0.04) .01 (0.02)
VoteShareHost(log) .07*** (0.02) −.007 (0.01)
Ideological Family (Ref. Conservative)
Extreme-Right −1.05*** (0.07) −.14*** (0.04)
Green .30** (0.11) −.25*** (0.05)
Liberal .04 (0.07) −.25*** (0.04)
Radical Left −.83*** (0.10) −35*** (0.04)
Social Democratic −.87*** (0.05) −.17*** (0.03)
Other Parties −.48*** (0.09) −.10* (0.04)
Geography – Home (Ref. Western Country)
Eastern Country – Home −.36*** (0.06) −.22*** (0.03)
Geography – Host (Ref. Western Country)
Eastern Country – Host .02 (0.04) .02 (0.02)
Type of Election (Ref. Legislative)
Presidential −.76*** (0.10) −.45*** (0.04)
European −.19*** (0.04) −.19*** (0.02)
GDP Growth – Home .003 (0.01) .0002 (0.004)
Unemployement Rate – Home .03*** (0.005) −.002 (0.002)
GDP Growth – Host .0003 (0.004) −.002 (0.002)
Unemployement Rate – Host .01* (0.003) .0004 (0.002)
External Voting Rights – Home −.02*** (0.004) −.01*** (0.002)
Constant 36.54*** (7.87) 15.86*** (3.07)
Observation 3122 3122
Prob > F 0.0000 0.0000
R2 0.6515 0.8969

Note: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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0.77 and 0.97), but still remains substantial and points toward the floating effect (Dahl-
gaard et al., 2017). At the same time, the variable related to the host-country context is
strongly predictive of the external vote share of a party, but only for the support
expressed among the external community living in that host-country (and not in the
home-country), as it should be. In addition, Table 3 confirms that being an incumbent
party in the home-country does not affect directly this party’s external vote share, but
well its score among national voters. The negative sign of the coefficient for the national
community suggests nonetheless that voters at home are overall more likely to sanction
than reward a governing party. As expected too from the results of the SUR, we did not
find the incumbency of ideologically similar parties in the host-country to affect directly
the external vote share of a party in the elections of the home-country.

This regression test confirms that external voting choices are influenced by the home-
country politics and can therefore be predicted based on the home electoral behaviours.
It points also to a simultaneous, though less powerful predictive effect of the new political
context as external voters could favour in their home-country elections parties that are
quite similar to those electorally rewarded and performing well in their new
environment.

Discussion

Our comparative study acknowledges that the electoral behaviours of European citizens
living abroad are both shaped by two different but complementary political contexts, i.e.
the politics of their home and their new country. Overall, the analysis yields findings
emphasising that external voting choices must be understood as hybrid outcomes:
they are influenced by the way the home and the host-country electorates support pol-
itical parties, with a much stronger effect of the public opinion in the country of
origin. This article provides thus an original contribution to this literature stressing,
usually through case-studies, that the political context in the origin and the new
country of residence shape significantly migrants’ political participation toward their
home-country after their settlement in another country (Bermudez, 2010; Fitzgerald,
2004; Levitt & Glick Schiller, 2008; Morawska, 2003; Tsuda, 2012). In the future,
taking into consideration this duality appears a promising way to advance our knowledge
of external voters in Europe and elsewhere in the world.

Relying mostly on case-oriented studies though, the literature has questioned also
whether being a governing party at home could have a direct impact on the external
vote share registered by this party and therefore on the choices expressed from abroad
by external voters (Battiston & Mascitelli, 2008; Boccagni & Ramirez, 2013; Goldberg &
Lanz, 2019; Lawson, 2003; Mencutek, 2015; Sevi et al., 2020). In contrast to a direct
effect, our study shows that being an incumbent party cannot alone account for the like-
lihood of this party to score higher among the external community. The impact of incum-
bency on the external vote share of a party emerges significantly only when another,
mediator variable is taken into consideration: the support expressed for this party
among the home voters. In other words, being a governing party has first the power to
increase or decrease the support of a party in pre-electoral opinion polls, depending on
how good or bad is evaluated this party by the electorate in the home-country, which
will then affect in the very same direction this party’s vote share among the external
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community. This finding is crucial since it means, first, that external voters will tend to
favour an incumbent party only if it is well forecasted in the polls and that the home
population supports it. Second, it confirms that external voters do remain connected to
their home fellows and their governmental evaluations since they follow the flow of
public opinion when casting a vote in home-elections from abroad.

Moreover, we provide evidence showing that the external vote share of a party in
home-election might be driven also by the incumbency of ideologically similar parties
in the new country of residence. Yet, this effect appears also indirect and mediated by
how much a governing party is rewarded for its performances. Being a governing
party in the host-country increases or decreases the electoral performances of this
party, depending on the positive or negative evaluations of the country voters. Then,
the external vote share of the ideologically similar party running the home-election is
affected in the same direction. This finding is in line with the literature showing that
the effect of incumbency in home-election can be different depending on the country
of residence and more largely that new context of residence does affect the way external
voters express themselves in home-elections (Sevi et al., 2020).

A major limitation to the present study lies in the use of aggregate data and the
implicit interpretations made from an individual perspective. Indeed, the analysis can
not account for patterns where voters are not born and/or have never socialised in the
home-country, even if they have voting rights in that country. They cannot either con-
sider the time spent in the new country of residence. These considerations push us to
be cautious regarding the effect of both contexts. That is the reason why we strongly
advocate in favour of coordinating efforts to get comparable, systematic individual-
level data on external voters in the future. It is only through such further scientific
efforts that scholars will be able to fully untangle the dynamics shaping external voting
choices, not only among the non-residents in Europe, but also, more largely, among
any other migrants’ community in the world.

Conclusion

While States have increasingly enfranchised non-resident citizens, this article aimed at
analysing the voting choices made by non-resident European citizens when they take
part in elections of their origin country from abroad. Relying on a comparison of aggre-
gate election data covering 6 home-countries, 28 host-countries, across more than
20 years of elections, we developed a mediation model that sought to assess the
influence of the politics in the home and the host-country by testing how the external
vote share of a (governing) party in home elections was affected by the share received
in the opinion polls at home and the support of the ideologically close parties in the
‘new’ country of residence.

The related findings show that external voters are hybrid voting creatures. Their
choices are influenced by home politics and follow the choices that are intended to be
made by the citizens living in the home-country. However, external voters are also
impacted by the politics in their new country of residence. Their behaviours in home
elections are also driven by the preferences expressed in the host-country.

Furthermore, we contributed to emphasise that party incumbency matters only
indirectly and that its impact on the external vote share of a party is mediated by the
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support for this party in the home-country, or for ideologically similar parties in the host-
country. Indeed, we show that a governing party is more likely to be voted among the
external community if this party is positively forecasted in the opinion polls, meaning
that it is rewarded for its government performances among the home-electorate. This
observation stresses, even more, the influence of the home context and the fact that exter-
nal voters remain connected to their home community and the flow of public opinion
within the latter. Simultaneously, emphasising even the effect of the new context, we
reveal that, when an incumbent party performs well in the elections of the host-
country, meaning that the voters in this country reward this party for its results in gov-
ernment, then the external vote share of an ideologically similar party running the home
elections increases. Overall, these findings point out that external voters do not blindly
vote from abroad: their choices follow the flows of the public opinion at home and in
the host-country.

Notes

1. See the Datasets’ section in the bibliography.
2. See the Datasets’ section in the bibliography.
3. We took systematically the closest election in the new country of residence, which precedes

the one of interest in the home-country. The difference ranges between 0 years, meaning
that these two elections were held the same year, to 5 years for those elections the most
distant in time. When it comes to European elections, we considered the results of the
same European election in the other 27 European countries, providing here two synchronic
comparison points.

4. We used the following broad ideological party families: conservative, extreme-right, liberal,
green, radical left, social democratic and other (encompassing minor or major populist
parties that are difficult to categorise).

5. Please note that for each equation, a set of covariates is specified (see Appendix 1. Control
variables).

6. Note: the full outcomes of the model are proposed in the table displayed in the Appendix 2
(Outcomes of the General Model).
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Appendices

Appendix 1. Control Variables

For each equation, we consider a specific set of covariates to see whether our results were stable
across countries, and thereby making emerge the expected regular patterns among European
external voters. Although each of these covariates has been shown (1) to affect the external
voters’ level of electoral mobilisation or (2) the propension for incumbent parties to be rewarded
or sanctioned in national elections, we did not expect them to affect directly the vote share taken by
a party among the external community. It seemed nonetheless important to include them as con-
trols. For the VoteSharePolls(Log) equation, we have introduced controls related to the home-
country: the ideological family of the parties, the geographical location of the country (i.e.
whether it is a Western or Eastern European country), the type of the home-country election
(i.e. legislative, presidential or European elections), the GDP growth, the unemployment rate in
the year preceding the elections and the year external voting rights have been adopted. Similarly,
for the VoteShareHost(log) equation, we have added controls for the new country of residence: the
ideological family of the parties, the geographical location of the country, the type of elections, the
GDP growth, and the unemployment rate in the year preceding the host-country elections. Finally,
for the VoteShareAbroad(log) equation, all the control variables presented above have been added
to the model.

Appendix 2. Outcomes of the General Model

Table A2. Seemingly unrelated regression model for external voting choices with 5000 bootstrap.
Model 1

(Home-country)
Model 2

(Host-country)
General model
(Both countries)

IncumbentHome .38*** (0.04) – −.05 (0.04)
VoteSharePolls(log) – – .77*** (0.02)
IncumbentHost – .29*** (0.04) .05 (0.04)
VoteShareHost(log) – – .07*** (0.02)
Ideological Family (Ref. Conservative)
Extreme-Right −1.85*** (0.05) −1.50*** (0.05) −1.05*** (0.07)
Green −3.01*** (0.07) −2.07*** (0.08) .30** (0.11)
Liberal −1.97*** (0.06) −1.16*** (0.05) .04 (0.07)
Radical Left −1.80*** (0.06) −1.69*** (0.08) −.83*** (0.10)
Social Democratic −.73*** (0.04) −.42*** (0.04) −.87*** (0.05)
Other Parties −1.28*** (0.08) −1.06*** (0.08) −.48*** (0.09)
Geograph – Home (Ref. Western Country)
Eastern Country – Home −.03 (0.04) – −.36*** (0.06)
Geography – Host (Ref. Western Country)
Eastern Country – Host – – .02 (0.04)
Type of Election (Ref. Legislative)
Presidential .30*** (0.05) .01 (0.04) −.76*** (0.10)
European .22*** (0.03) −.08* (0.04) −.19*** (0.04)
GDP Growth – Home .03*** (0.01) – .003 (0.01)
Unemployment Rate – Home −.01 (0.04) – .03*** (0.005)
GDP Growth – Host – .003 (0.04) .0003 (0.004)
Unemployement Rate – Host – −.003 (0.004) .01* (0.003)
External Voting Rights – Home – – −.02*** (0.004)
Constant −.87*** (0.07) −.91*** (0.06) 36.54*** (7.87)
Observation 3122 3122 3122
Prob > F 0.0000 0.000 0.0000
R2 0.6019 0.3997 0.6515

Note: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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